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• _________________. 
        Jeremiah 18:1-6 

 
 
 
 
 

• _________________. 
        Romans 10:14-15 

 
 
 
 
 

• _________________. 
        Isaiah 49:6 
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Growth Group Homework - March 17, 2019
Warm-Up
1. If you planned a vacation, would you prefer going on a road trip or  

flying somewhere? Would you plan stops along the way or just rush to 
the destination? 
 

2. What are dreams you’ve had that ended up working out how you 
hoped? Or are there dreams that you are currently working on? If so, 
what are they? 
 

Talk It Over
3. Looking back at your notes from this week’s message, what did you find 

most challenging or helpful? 
 

4. We have spent the last 10 weeks exploring the frame that will guide our 
movement as a church. How do you see the sides of the frame working 
together? What relationships do you see?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Which part of the frame is most challenging to you and why? 
 
 
 

5. Read 2 Corinthians 5:14-21. Bevan shared three words that describe our 
God Dream: restoration, bridges, and waves. What examples do you see 
in this passage of the dream Bevan explained?  
 
 
 
 

• What part of this dream excites you? What part intimidates you or 
makes you nervous?  
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Can you think of ways the frame in question 4 will help us stay focused 
and moving towards the dream we have? 
 
 
 

Take It Home
7. Read Romans 15:5-6 and 1 Corinthians 1:10. Take a few minutes and 

pray that these passages would be true of Seabreeze as we pursue the 
mission God has given us. Ask God to help you be a part of the mission.
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Us For Them
Space to Investigate
Growth Requires Community
Wisdom Requires Training
Faith Inspires Courage

Relate to others
• Put the goals and interests 
of others above my own
• Live an honest and open life
• Give and receive scriptural 
correction
• Clear up relationships

Team together
• Participate in the work of the 
church
• Support the church financially
• Follow leadership in the 
church within scriptural limits

Share the Gospel
• Imagine a new future for 
them in Christ and pray to 
that end
• Invite them into our lives, 
homes, and church
• Intentionally show and 
share the Gospel of Christ

Extend a thoughtful invitation to...
       Relate in real life
       Attend a worship service
       Connect in a group
       Volunteer on a team

Transformation is demonstrated in the way we...

Thoughtfully inviting broken 
people to experience 

transformation in Christ


